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Executive Summary
This document shows the tools and methodologies to be applied during the
project lifetime in order to provide an efficient Continuous Integration and
testing software engineering approach (CI), trying to set the steps for the
continuous delivery or deployment (CD). This deliverable is mainly focused
on the technical people in the project although part of the methodologies
can be shared also with non-technical experts.
The research done to select the appropriated tools has been disregarded
from the following document. The more wide spread and well-known CI/CD
are used. The description and configuration of these tools are given in order
to replicate the environment. Nevertheless, the most remarkable results of
the task are the workflows and guidelines given to the developers. From
pasts experiences, the implantation of CI/CD tools lacking from a thorough
branching workflow in the source code management system guides to the
misuse or even withdrawal of them, and we want to avoid this in the
HeartMan project.
Deliverable 5.3 aims not only to describe the tools integrated to be used,
but also to share a set of good practices to foster the cultural change
needed to spread this collaboration techniques throughout the group.
Together with this environment to facilitate an efficient development in
HeartMan, a collaborative wiki will be maintained in order to share the
knowledge online.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
API

Application Programming Interface

AR

Assigned Reviewers

CA

Consortium Agreement

CI

Continuous Integration

CD

Continuous Delivery

DevOps

Development and Operations

DoW

Description of Work

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

QA

Quality Assurance

RE

Restricted to the consortium and other defined groups

SCM

Source Code Management

TDD

Test Driven Development

WIP

Work In Progress

WP

Work Package

XP

eXtreme Programming
Table 1: Abbreviations and acronyms
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1 Introduction
The present document aims to provide guidelines to easily integrate and
deploy the modules implemented in the project. Agile and Continuous
Integration (CI) and Delivery (CD) tools have been configured for this
purpose. When moving to CI environments, one crucial challenge is to
clearly specify and document the workflows and guidelines in order to ease
and spread its right use from all the developers in the project. It is not
enough to have the tools, a cultural change is also necessary as well, and to
follow strictly the processes described towards CI/CD.
The modules to be included in the Source Code Management tool have been
already described in the living document D5.1 [1], and the requirements
gathered must be translated into issues for the technical team.
The deliverable is structured as follows:
A bit of history
− Section 2, the first part of the deliverable is focused on the history of
the Continuous Integration and Delivery approach.
Agile methodologies and Tools
− Section 3, describes the Agile methodologies and how to apply them
during the project.
− Section 4 and 5, is focused on the CI/CD tools to ease the
integration and deployment phase of all the modules identified to be
implemented.
Workflows and guidelines
− Section 6, describes the selected source code management
workflow, based on branches in Git, in order to have clean, robust
and testable source in the release branches.
− Section 7 and 8, states the CI/CD workflows to automate the
processes of compiling, testing and deploying the artefacts.
− Section 9, explains the contribution guidelines to be used in all the
HeartMan modules.
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2 A bit of history
DevOps is about business agility and continuous delivery, a discipline
created through understanding both development and operations. DevOps
is a software development method that emphasizes communication,
collaboration, integration and automation of the various teams involved in
software delivery (developers, operations, quality assurance (QA)1,
management, etc.).
This approach encourages:
− Speed: when deploying, we must assume that something could go
wrong. The 100% trustworthiness in the release plan is impossible to
fulfil. DevOps encourages the fact that the system should be able to
recover rapidly taken into account reaction time.
− Reliability: reliability covers scalability and availability. Things break
and this is a fact. DevOps focuses on regeneration and duplication.
− Resilience2: “it is the ability to absorb or avoid damage without
suffering complete failure”.
− Provisioning3: “configures any required systems, provides users
with access to data and technology resources, and refers to all
enterprise-level information-resource management involved”.
Continuous Integration (CI)4 is a software engineering practice in which
isolated changes are immediately tested and reported through frequent
code integrations. CI provides rapid feedback, so that, if a defect is
introduced into the code base, it can be identified and corrected as soon as
possible.
Continuous Delivery (CD) is a series of practices designed to ensure that
teams keep producing valuable software in short cycles and ensure that the
software can be reliably released at any time. Nevertheless the releases
should be manually deployed by the administrator in order to publish a new
release to production.

1

Search Software Quality, http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/qualityassurance
2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resilience_(engineering_and_construction)

3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Provisioning

4

Search software quality,
http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/continuous-integration
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Figure 1: Continuous delivery and Continuous deployment

Continuous Deployment is the next logical step of continuous delivery:
once everything is smoothly working, every change that passes the
automated tests is deployed to production automatically. The goal is to get
the new features that the developers are creating, out to the customers and
users as soon as possible.
Figure 2: Continuous Integration, Delivery and Deployment
In order to study in depth the journey to Continuous Deployment in the companies,
CD starts with CI which remains at the core of any infrastructure automation.

Figure 3: Continuous Delivery onion
(*) Copyright http://www.slideshare.net/xebialabs/andrew-phillips-buildingyourcontinuousdeliverytoolkit

The CD covers the following five steps:


Build/CI – Types of builds, access control
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Environment Provisioning – Creating and maintaining target
environments



Deployment - Handle different components in different VMs



Test Management – Automated testing



Release Management

shows relations between Continuous Integration, Delivery and Deployment:
Continuous Delivery (CD) starts with Continuous integration (CI) and
Continuous deployment is the next step of continuous delivery (CD).

Figure 2: Continuous Integration, Delivery and Deployment5
In order to study in depth the journey to Continuous Deployment in the companies,
CD starts with CI which remains at the core of any infrastructure automation.

5

http://magenic.com/BlogArchive/ContinuousDeliveryAnIntroduction
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Figure 3: Continuous Delivery onion
(*) Copyright http://www.slideshare.net/xebialabs/andrew-phillips-buildingyourcontinuousdeliverytoolkit

The CD covers the following five steps:


Build/CI – Types of builds, access control



Environment Provisioning – Creating and maintaining target
environments



Deployment - Handle different components in different VMs



Test Management – Automated testing



Release Management

However, we cannot overlook Continuous Delivery barriers:




Organization culture: Organizational culture is probably the most
important aspect to consider when adopting sustainable Continuous
Delivery principles. The adoption of DevOps should be carried out from
top to bottom.
Lack of integrated development and operations: Continuous
Delivery and DevOps are working towards common objectives by
enhancing business value through quick software delivery, within a
culture that enables collaboration and understanding between crossfunctional teams.
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Figure 4: Continuous Deployment barriers6

The final aim to apply DevOps practices is to change from project
management to a product concept in order to ease the integration and
deployment phase. The release can then reach the users and the market
quickly and efficiently thanks to robust releases.

6

http://pages.cloudbees.com/rs/cloudbees/images/Continuous-Delivery-Infographic.pdf
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3 Agile methodologies and how to apply them to the
project
Agile is a set of practices against the traditional Waterfall7 culture. The term
was chosen on February 2001 with the Agile Manifesto [2] where a group of
experts from several groups agreed upon a common ground for Software
Development cycle adaptable to changeable environment in the real world
needs where requirements are not fixed from the beginning of the project
focusing on:
−
−
−
−

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

3.1 Scrum
Scrum8 is the widest-used agile methodology. The philosophy of Scrum is
based in the continuous and rapid adaptation to client requirements through
a set of underlying values and principles such as roles, workflow and
artefacts:
Artefacts
− User stories, requirements written like “As a <type of user>, I want
<some goal> so that <some reason>”.
− Product Backlog, an ordered list of everything that might be needed
in the provided by the Product Owner.
− Sprint Backlog, a “to do” prioritized list or user stories.
− Increment, a coded, tested and usable piece of software (the pilots)
provided at the end of each sprint by the development; the
Increment is the sum of all the Product Backlog items completed and
the value of the increments of all previous Sprints.
Roles
− Product Owner, optimize the product value and manage the product
backlog.
− Development Team, a self-managed group who implement the user
stories generated by the Product Owner.
− Scrum Master, manage
communication barriers.

the

Scrum

process

and

remove

Workflow

7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterfall_model

8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_(software_development)
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− Daily sprints, daily meetings of 5 to 15 minutes maximum with a
clear target for all the development team: work done yesterday, work
to be done today and problems found.
− Sprint planning, monthly meetings (depends on the sprint duration)
where the identification of the user stories to be implemented in the
next sprint is done.
− Sprint review, where the product owner should check that the result
complies with the user stories.
− Sprint retrospective, where the team state benefits and drawbacks
found during the last sprint.

Figure 5: Scrum methodology full process

Following the Scrum principles mentioned above, Figure 5 breaks down the
process of doing Scrum. The Product Backlog is prepared by the Product
Owner covering the requirements (what is expected from the user view)
written as meaningful user stories. The Development Team together with
the Product Owner and guided by the Scrum Master configures the
initial Sprint Backlog in the Initial Sprint Planning, the result is a “to
do” prioritized list or user stories. Each user story is then broken down into
tasks. Those tasks with more prioritized value are placed on the Sprint
Backlog, which means, to be done on the next sprint. At the end of
each sprint the Increment is calculated. The results are shown to the
Product Owner during the Sprint Review. Finally during the Sprint
Retrospective the Development Team discusses about the last sprint
and configures the next one.
From past experience, Scrum is learnt by doing Scrum with the support of
experts and people prone to quickly adapt to new requirements (maybe a
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Darwinian adaptation) having effective communication and feedback, which
will allow to improve the procedure.

3.1 Kanban
Kanban [3] is an agile process methodology less restrictive than Scrum
based on a very simple idea; Work In Progress (WIP) should be limited
and something new should be started only when an existing piece of work is
delivered or pulled by a downstream function. By focusing the efforts on
working on fewer items at the same time, you will get more done and the
developer will feel less stressed.
Kanban leaves almost everything open. The only constraints are “Visualize
Your Workflow and Limit Your WIP” [4].
Timeboxed iterations prescribed

Timeboxed iterations optional

Team commits to a specific
amount of work for this iteration.

Commitment optional.

Uses Velocity as default metric for
planning and process refinement

Uses Lead time as default metric
for
planning
and
process
improvement.

Cross-functional teams prescribed.

Cross-functional teams optional.
Specialist teams allowed

Items must be broken down so
they can be completed within 1
sprint.

No
particular
prescribed.

Burndown chart prescribed

No particular type of diagram is
prescribed

WIP limited indirectly (per sprint)

WIP limited directly (per workflow
state)

Estimation prescribed

Estimation optional

Cannot add
iteration

items

to

ongoing

item

Can add new items
capacity is available

size

is

whenever

A sprint backlog is owned by one
specific team

A kanban board may be shared by
multiple teams or individuals

Prescribes 3 roles

Doesn’t prescribe any roles

A Scrum board is reset between
each sprint

A kanban board is persistent

Prescribes

Prioritization is optional

a

prioritized

product
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backlog
Table 2: Scrum vs Kanban

Kanban imposes fewer constraints than Scrum, it means, less parameters to
think about.

3.2 Test Driven Development
“Test-driven development (TDD) is a software development process that
relies on the repetition of a very short development cycle: requirements are
turned into very specific test cases, then the software is improved to pass
the new tests, only. This is opposed to software development that allows
software to be added that is not proven to meet requirements” 9.
The idea behind TDD is again to change the culture of the developers.
Instead of starting by developing the product and later on building the tests
to prove that it is working as expected, the implementer should specify the
tests that the product must pass. In the HeartMan project, the
recommendation is to describe the acceptance tests at the same time than
the user story, although it is not required to fully apply TDD.

3.3 eXtreme Programming (XP)
“Extreme programming (XP) is a software development methodology which
is intended to improve software quality and responsiveness to changing
requirements”10. XP attempts to reduce the cost of changes in requirements
by having multiple short development cycles, rather than a long one.
Extreme Programming emphasizes teamwork: managers, customers, and
developers are all equal partners in a collaborative team.
Tools involved in CI and CD are part of XP to speed up the process of
integrating and testing the product. The first step is to apply Agile
methodologies to extract what the Product Owner wants and later on
through iterative process of self-building and deployment to be able to
release often robust versions of the product.

3.4 Pomodoro technique
The Pomodoro technique11 is a time management method developed by
Francesco Cirillo in the late 1980s to avoid the multitasking problem. The
Pomodoro technique splits the work in intervals in order to allow focusing on
one task at a time for a certain period (25 minutes) receiving 5 or 15
minutes break. If you manage to do a whole 25 minutes without checking
your e-mail, distracting yourself with your phone or switching to another
task, then you can address 5 minutes to other enjoyable tasks. After four
successful pomodoros accomplished it is possible to have a break during 15
minutes. The ground behind this technique is that human brain cannot stay

9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test-driven_development

10

Extreme programming definition, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_programming

11

Pomodoro technique, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pomodoro_Technique
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focus indefinitely doing some task becoming then waste time. This method
provides the possibility to concentrate during 25 minutes in only and only
one task.

3.5 Agile in HeartMan project: Scrum + Kanban + XP +
describing the acceptance tests (TDD)
HeartMan is not committed to only one Agile methodology. Furthermore,
given the special characteristics of the European projects it is encouraged to
adopt a combination of features from each method and to apply them
following the test and error technique. Based in Scrum roles, artefacts,
events, and rules, it is possible to combine Scrum with eXtreme
Programming (XP) or Kanban in order to produce better results, adapted to
HeartMan circumstances.
The requirements are gathered from the Product Owner (in this case the
WP2 together with the pilots). Then, this list will be translated into useful
user stories and tasks. The user stories will be uploaded to the SCM as
issues for the developers. The issues will be propagated into the Kanban
and Scrum boards to be able to follow the work done. Each user story
should include the acceptance test to be passed and to be implemented by
the developers. The acceptance tests will be strictly checked by the Product
Owners.
Instead of Daily scrums, the proposal is to have Weekly scrums. User
stories will be organized into sprints taken as the baseline the Product
Backlog. A Kanban board will let everybody follow the status. Once one
feature is finished the use of the CI server (XP) will facilitate the integration
and deployment phase.
Notice that, the requirements may change in following iterations that should
be incorporated in the Product Backlog to be included as Sprints in Scrum,
according to the agile methodology selected12. In HeartMan, the project
stakeholders, product owner or pilots have the right to define new
requirements, change existing requirements, and even reprioritize
requirements. It is crucial to work together to ensure everyone is
represented fairly13.

12

http://www.scaledagileframework.com/iterations/

13

http://agilemodeling.com/essays/prioritizedRequirements.htm#SimpleStrategy
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Figure 6: Scrum requirements management

3.5.1 Definition of 'Done'
One of the key elements using the Scrum methodology is to clearly specify
when some feature or user story is considered finished and this is called
“the definition of ‘done’”. Every member in the project should clearly know
without doubts when the user story he/she is in charge, must be considered
completed. Considering XP (eXtreme Programming) patterns which promote
Continuous Integration (CI), every user story must fulfil the following
conditions to be considered done, before integrating the modifications into
the release:
1. All the unit tests successfully passed.
2. Quality Assurance (QA) of the source code (commented) and
validated using the agreed metrics (further details in section 7.3).
3. The available artefact in the Artefact Repository ready for the
integration tests (as a snapshot version).
4. Test coverage threshold successfully passed (see section 4.6.3).
5. The Merge Request done, the Code Review positively passed and
the acceptation of the Administrator of the source code.
6. The feature merged in develop branch in the Source Code
Management (SCM) following the Git branching model (section 6).
7. Feature branch removed from the local and remote repository.
Take into consideration that all the above mentioned conditions can trigger
a red flag to the administrator, so the source code should be modified to
comply with the workflow.
With this approach at any given moment, it should be possible to merge
develop branch into master branch to release a new version of the product.
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4 Continuous Integration tools
In the scope of European projects, the technical team (or Development
Team in Scrum wording) needs a toolset in order to allow easily
communicating to each other and a CI infrastructure to facilitate the
integration and delivery task. In the HeartMan project we provide those
tools, but the most important issue is to have a clear workflow and
guidelines to be able to work together. Not all team members are obligated
to use the same Integrated Development Environment (IDE), but all the
team must share the same guidelines, metrics and branching workflow and
deliver the artefacts to the same repository. Figure 7 shows the list of tools
installed and prepared to use for the HeartMan project which will be briefly
described in the following sections.

Figure 7: Continuous Integration tools

There are a lot of similar open source tools available. The election in
HeartMan has been done between the most popular and widely-used ones
taking into account the ease of integration between them.
The main objective is to build a useful and agile workflow to interact with,
easing the modules integration and organizational activities.

4.1 Source Code Management
4.1.1 GitLab
URL: https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/HeartMan
Web: https://gitlab.com
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GitLab14 is a web-based Git15 repository manager with wiki and issue
tracking features, using an open source license. GitLab also includes code
reviews, issue tracking, wikis and much more. GitLab comes with GitLab CI,
an easy to use CI/CD. GitLab has integrations for tools such as Slack,
HipChat, LDAP, JIRA, Jenkins, many types of hooks and a complete API.

4.2 Project Management and Agile
4.2.1 Redmine
URL: https://agile.atosresearch.eu:8443/
Web: http://www.redmine.org
“Redmine16 is a flexible project management web application. Written using
the Ruby on Rails framework, it is cross-platform and cross-database.
Redmine is open source and released under the terms of the GNU General
Public License v2 (GPL)”.
Redmine provides a lot of functionalities such as multiple project support,
issue tracking, wiki, SCM integration, forums, news, feeds and so on. It also
possible to install plugins to integrate with other tools like Jenkins and for
Agile management. Redmine provides a list of plugins to integrate with
other tools. In our case we install and configure the following plugins:
Redmine GitHub Hook plugin17, Jenkins plugin18 and Scrum plugin19.

Figure 8: Redmine plugins

14

https://about.gitlab.com/

15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Git

16

http://www.redmine.org/

17

http://www.redmine.org/plugins/redmine_github_hook

18

http://jbox-web.github.io/redmine_jenkins/

19

http://www.redmine.org/plugins/scrum-plugin
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Figure 9: Scrum Redmine plugin – Product Backlog

The Scrum Redmine plugin allows managing issues as User Stories and
Tasks in the Product Backlog and the corresponding Sprints. The main
drawback is that when cooperating remotely is cumbersome to move the
virtual post-its. Other drawbacks are that reorganizing the Sprints is also
not as easy as expected and the lacking of a Kanban board (even there are
plugins available).

Figure 10: Scrum Redmine plugin – Sprint Backlog

One really interesting benefit from using Redmine is that as Project
Management tool it is possible to gather all the results coming from other
tools such as Jenkins and Sonar using add-on plugins. Figure 11 shows the
integration of the list of jobs into Redmine.
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Figure 11: Redmine Jenkins plugin – List of jobs

4.2.2 Taiga
URL: https://agile.atosresearch.eu
Web: https://www.taiga.io
“Taiga20 is an open source project management platform for agile
developers and designers and project managers who want a beautiful tool
that makes work truly enjoyable”.
Taiga is an awesome tool specifically addressed to Agile management. It
provides GitLab integration using webhooks21. When an issue is created in
GitLab, it is automatically propagated to Taiga. There it is possible to
promote the issue into User Stories that will be available in the Kanban
Board or in the Scrum Board to organize the work in Sprints (for further
details see section 7.2).

Figure 12: Taiga Sprint board

20

https://www.taiga.io/

21

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Webhook
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Figure 13: Taiga Kanban board

The GitLab issues are propagated to Taiga via webhooks22. Another
interesting feature in Taiga is the possibility to change the status of the
issues and the User Stories via Git commits23.

Figure 14: GitLab webhook to Taiga

4.2.3 Kanbanflow
URL: https://kanbanflow.com
Kanbanflow¡Error! Marcador no definido. is an online project management tool that
helps you visualize and collaborate with team members. KanbanFlow is
made up of ‘boards’ for each project or work stream. The name, Kanban,
refers to a method for managing the tasks, a visual process-management
system that tells what to produce, when to produce it, and how much to
produce.
Kanbanflow also incorporates the Pomodoro technique24; an in-built
Pomodoro timer that keeps you focused on the task selected (see section
3.4). If you manage to do a whole 25 minutes without distracting yourself
with your email, phone or switching to another task, you receive points. We
strongly recommend using it for self-organization. The main drawback is
that it is cloud-based so the information will be stored in outside servers.

22

https://tree.taiga.io/support/integrations/gitlab-integration/

23

https://tree.taiga.io/support/integrations/changing-elements-status-via-commit-message/

24

Pomodoro technique, https://kanbanflow.com/pomodoro-technique
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Figure 15: KanbanFlow interface example

4.3 Quality Assurance
4.3.1 SonarQube
Web: http://www.sonarqube.org/
URL: https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/sonar
SonarQube25 is an open source platform to manage code quality. Rules,
alerts, thresholds, exclusions or settings can be configured online. By
leveraging its database, SonarQube not only allows to combine metrics
altogether but also to mix them with historical measures. As such, it covers
the 7 axes of code quality:
− Architecture and design
− Duplications
− Unit tests
− Complexity
− Potential bugs
− Coding rules
− Comments
SonarQube is connected to Jenkins (see next section) and the following
plugins have to be installed in order to comply with the restrictions of the
project (Java, JavaScript and php).
− Java Plugin26

25

http://www.sonarqube.org/

26

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/PLUG/Java+Plugin
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− JavaScript Plugin27
− PHP Plugin28
− Android Plugin29
Another useful plugins such as FindBugs, PMD, Checkstyle or Cobertura
have been installed but this can be also configured using Maven.

Figure 16: SonarQube custom report

The connection to SonarQube can be done via a standalone application
called Sonnar Scanner30 including the parameters in the sonar.properties
configuration file or via Maven31 configuration of the settings.xml. The user
and password to be included should be requested to the Administrator:
− sonar.host.url = https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/sonar
− sonar.login
− sonar.password
There is also a list of configuration parameters32 and also a lot of
examples33 available in the web. It is strongly recommend raising the sonar
analysis from Jenkins but it can be done locally using a configured Sonar
Scanner, Maven or Eclipse (depending on the project needs).
The metrics used are broken down in section 0.

27

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/PLUG/JavaScript+Plugin

28

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/PLUG/PHP+Plugin

29

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SONARQUBE45/Android+Plugin

30

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SCAN/Analyzing+with+SonarQube+Scanner

31

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SCAN/Analyzing+with+SonarQube+Scanner+for+Maven
32

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SONAR/Analysis+Parameters

33

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SONAR/SonarQube+Project+Examples
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4.4 Automation server
4.4.1 Jenkins
URL: https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/jenkins
Web: https://jenkins-ci.org/
Jenkins34
provides
continuous
integration
services
for software
development. It is a server-based system running in a servlet container
such as Apache Tomcat. It supports a lot of tools by using plugins.
Plugins have been released for Jenkins that extends its use to projects
written in languages other than Java. Builds can generate test reports in
various formats supported by plugins.
Some interesting plugins:
− GitLab plugin
− Git plugin
− Pipeline plugin
− Maven integration plugin
− Ant plugin
− SonarQube plugin
− TestNG plugin
− Jacoco plugin
− Cobertura plugin
− XShell plugin
− Google Play Android Publisher Plugin
− Docker plugins (Buildstep, publish…) and much more
In order to integrate GitLab with Jenkins and publish the build status, we
follow step by step this GitLab plugin setup example35.

Figure 17: GitLab plugin publish build status

Taken as the baseline the CI workflow (section 7.2) we will only trigger the
Jenkins webhook on pull requests (not push) to the protected branches
develop and master (configure in GitLab and Jenkins). Tagging the version

34

https://jenkins-ci.org/

35

https://github.com/jenkinsci/gitlab-plugin/wiki/Setup-Example
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will trigger the webhook to upload the release artefacts to Nexus and
automatically generate the changelog.

Figure 18: GitLab webhook to Jenkins

As we mentioned in the last section, we configured the sonar.properties
inside the Jenkins job as it can be shown in the following figure.

Figure 19: SonarQube Jenkins configuration

4.5 Artefact Repository
4.5.1 Nexus
URL: https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/nexus
Web: https://www.sonatype.com
Nexus36 is a free repository manager with universal support for popular
components37. It supports maven artefacts but also Docker registries as the
Docker repository format, Npm and Bower packages37.

Snapshot and Release artefacts

36

https://www.sonatype.com/about-sonatype

37

https://www.sonatype.com/products-sonatype
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The description has been extracted from this refcard38 and they can be
summarised as follows:


Release Artefacts, specific, point-in-time releases considered to be
solid, stable and for production use. Released binary artefacts must
be verified with respect to authenticity and integrity. The Central
Maven repository stores release artefacts.



Snapshot Artefacts, Snapshots cover work in progress used during
development (supposedly under version 1.0.0). A Snapshot artefact
has both a version number such as “1.3.0” and a timestamp and can
be followed by “-SNAPSHOT” tag.

Figure 20: Nexus dashboard

Configuration
Nexus is very flexible and supports several configurations39:
1. Repository per project/team40, which
repositories depending on the needs.

permits creating

new

2. Partition shared repository41, in which there is only one snapshot
and release repository and the access is given by components taken
into
account
the
targets
(or
artefactId,
something
like
./org/apache/maven/).
For the HeartMan project we will create specific repositories even this can
be modified during the implementation and deployment phase.

38

https://dzone.com/refcardz/getting-started-repository#refcard-download-social-buttonsdisplay
39

http://books.sonatype.com/nexus-book/reference/best-sect-intro.html

40

http://books.sonatype.com/nexus-book/reference/best-sect-per.html

41

http://books.sonatype.com/nexus-book/reference/best-sect-shared.html
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Other adjustments
1. To disable the access the repository to anonymous users. This is done
by unclicking "Anonymous access" in Administration / Server (on the
left side of the panel).
2. To allow redeploying the artefacts in order to avoid problems of
redeployment in the first stages of development. It is done by clicking
in the repository and Configuration/Deployment Policy "Allow
Redeploy". Even it is not recommended at the release level, for
testing we decided to keep this functionality this way (it will be
prohibited once the product is released).
Useful Tip: remember that only artefacts including SNAPSHOT (and below
1.0.0) can be uploaded to the snapshot repository. The release repository
accepts renaming the version (following for instance SemVer42 notation).
Further details are available in StackSchange43.

Maven deployment
The final step is to configure the tools to upload artefacts to Nexus. This
section covers the configuration for Maven deployment44. It is also possible
to access the Maven artefacts locally45.
The configuration for the user and password should be done in the global
settings.xml configuration file in your Maven installation.
IMPORTANT: user/password information must not be uploaded to the SCM
repository.
<servers>
<server>
<id>nexus-snapshots</id>
<username>deployment</username>
<password>the_pass_for_the_deployment_user</password>
</server>
</servers>

And in the pom.xml include the following to connect with the repository:
<!-- This should be changed to snapshots in case of SNAPSHOTS, not finished release -->
<distributionManagement>
<repository>
<id>nexus-releases</id>
<url>https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/nexus/content/repositories/releases</url>
</repository>
</distributionManagement>
......
<plugin>
<groupId>org.sonatype.plugins</groupId>
<artifactId>nexus-staging-maven-plugin</artifactId>
<version>1.5.1</version>
<executions>

42

http://semver.org/

43

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18649486/error-when-deploying-an-artifact-in-nexus

44

http://www.baeldung.com/maven-deploy-nexus

45

http://www.baeldung.com/install-local-jar-with-maven/
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<execution>
<id>default-deploy</id>
<phase>deploy</phase>
<goals>
<goal>deploy</goal>
</goals>
</execution>
</executions>
<configuration>
<serverId>nexus</serverId>
<nexusUrl>https://ciserver.atosresearch.eu/nexus/</nexusUrl>
<skipStaging>true</skipStaging>
</configuration>
</plugin>

Finally you need to run maven using:
mvn clean deploy -Dmaven.test.skip=true
mvn clean deploy

There are available example pom files in the webinar project repository46. It
is also possible to upload Npm packages to Nexus47.

4.6 Automated Testing
The testing process is the cornerstone of building robust source code.
Together with the coverage mechanism allows easily proving that the
features work as expected before integrating everything for the release
phase. The objective of automated testing tools is to simplify, as much as
possible, the testing effort by executing a series of operations and send or
display the reports. Automated testing tools are capable of executing tests,
check the coverage, reporting outcomes and comparing results with earlier
test runs. Tests carried out with these tools can be run repeatedly, before
integrating the source code selected for the next release.
There are examples available of the testing part33.

4.6.1 Unit Testing

JUnit
“JUnit is a unit testing framework for the Java programming language. JUnit
has been important in the development of test-driven development, and is
one of a family of unit testing frameworks which are collectively known as
xUnit that originated with SUnit”48.

TestNG
TestNG49 is a testing framework for the Java programming language created
by Cédric Beust and inspired by JUnit and NUnit. The design goal of TestNG
is to cover a wider range of test categories: unit, functional, end-to-end,
integration, etc., with more powerful and easy-to-use functionalities.

46

https://gitlab.atosresearch.eu/ari/webinarCI

47

https://books.sonatype.com/nexus-book/reference/npm-deploying-packages.html

48

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JUnit

49

http://testng.org
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Jasmine
Jasmine50 is a behaviour-driven development framework for testing
JavaScript code. It does not depend on any other JavaScript frameworks. It
does not require a DOM. And it has a clean, obvious syntax so that you can
easily write tests.

4.6.2 UI testing

Selenium
Selenium51 is a portable open source software testing framework for web
applications. Selenium provides a record/playback tool for authoring tests
without learning a test scripting language (Selenium IDE). It also provides a
test domain-specific language (Selenese) to write tests in a number of
popular programming languages, including Java, C#, Groovy, Perl, PHP,
Python and Ruby. The tests can then be run against most modern web
browsers. Jenkins provides plugins for integrating Selenium test results.

PhantomJS
PhantomJS52 is an optimal solution for:
− Headless website testing, run functional tests with frameworks such
as Jasmine, QUnit, Mocha, Capybara, WebDriver, and many others.
− Screen capture, programmatically capture web contents, including
SVG and Canvas.
− Page automation, access and manipulate webpages with the standard
DOM API, or with usual libraries like jQuery.
− Network monitoring, loading and export as standard HAR files.
Automate performance analysis using YSlow and Jenkins.

4.6.3 Coverage

Cobertura
Cobertura53 is a free Java tool that calculates the percentage of code
accessed by tests. It can be used to identify which parts of your Java
program are lacking test coverage. It is based on jcoverage.
It is possible to execute the cobertura report using Maven54 and to connect
to SonarQube and Jenkins (with plugins). It is only needed to incorporate
the corresponding dependencies55.

50

http://jasmine.github.io/1.3/introduction.html.

51

http://www.seleniumhq.org/.

52

PhantomJS Website, http://phantomjs.org/.

53

http://cobertura.github.io/cobertura/

54

http://www.mojohaus.org/cobertura-maven-plugin/index.html
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JaCoCo
JaCoCo56 is a free code coverage library for Java, which has been created by
the EclEmma team based on the lessons learned from using and integration
existing libraries for many years.
JaCoCo also provides the functionality to generate the report using Maven57
and to connect to SonarQube for unit58 and integration tests59 and Jenkins60
(with plugins) using Maven. It is only needed to incorporate [the
corresponding dependencies.

LCOV
LCOV61 is a graphical front-end for GCC's coverage testing tool gcov62. It
collects gcov data for multiple source files and creates HTML pages
containing the source code annotated with coverage information. It also
adds overview pages for easy navigation within the file structure. LCOV
supports statement, function and branch coverage measurement.
LCOV can be integrated with SonarQube and Jenkins and can also be
generated with other JavaScript frameworks (see next subsection) or
directly using the command line63.

Karma
Karma64 can generate code coverage using the JavaScript framework
Istanbul65. In order to provide the report, three steps are needed:
− Preprocessor coverage (required)
− Reporter coverage (required)
− Reporter options (optional)

Several JavaScript coverage reports (for instance LCOV) can be generated
with Karma66 using Grunt67 or Gulp68 including also frameworks such as

55

http://www.mojohaus.org/cobertura-maven-plugin/usage.html

56

http://www.eclemma.org/jacoco/

57

http://www.eclemma.org/jacoco/trunk/doc/maven.html

58

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/PLUG/Usage+of+JaCoCo+with+Java+Plugin

59

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/PLUG/Code+Coverage+by+Integration+Tests+for+Java+
Project
60

https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/JaCoCo+Plugin

61

http://ltp.sourceforge.net/coverage/lcov.php

62

http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc/Gcov.html

63

https://github.com/linux-test-project/lcov

64

https://karma-runner.github.io

65

https://github.com/gotwarlost/istanbul

66

http://g00glen00b.be/continuous-integration-javascript/

67

http://ahexamples.blogspot.com.es/2014/03/example-of-jasmine-karma-sonargrunt.html?m=1
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Jasmine testing that can be easily configured69 and integrated with Jenkins
and Sonar.

68

https://blog.akquinet.de/2014/11/25/js-test-coverage/

69

https://github.com/karma-runner/karma-coverage/blob/master/docs/configuration.md
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5 Continuous deployment tools
Continuous delivery is the next logical step to the CI pipeline. Once the
source code is compiled, clean, passed the QA and uploaded to the
repository management, it is time to deploy the artefact to the local
development (first), staging (second) and finally to production environment.
Figure 21 shows the list of tools divided into meaningful packages:

Figure 21: Continuous Deployment tools

5.1 IaaS and Linux Containers (LXC)
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is a form of cloud computing that
provides virtualized computing resources over the Internet70. LXC is a userspace interface for the Linux kernel containment features. Through a
powerful API and simple tools, it lets Linux users easily create and manage
system or application containers71.

5.1.1 OpenStack
OpenStack72 is a free and open-source cloud computing software platform.
Users primarily deploy it as an IaaS solution. It consists of a series of
interrelated projects that control pools of processing, storage, and
networking resources throughout a data center which users manage
through a web-based dashboard, command-line tools, or a RESTful API.

5.1.2 Docker
Docker73 is an open platform for developers and sysadmins to build, ship,
and run distributed applications. Docker is a portable, lightweight runtime
and packaging tool. Docker Hub is a cloud service for sharing applications

70

http://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/definition/Infrastructure-as-a-Service-IaaS

71

https://linuxcontainers.org/lxc/introduction/

72

https://www.openstack.org/

73

https://www.docker.com/
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and automating workflows. It takes the power of Linux containers (ability to
isolate software on a Linux system), an efficient file system abstraction for
delivering the exact libraries needed.

5.2 Virtualization tools (development environment)
Virtualization is the process of creating a virtual instance of a technology
resource like storage, memory, or an operating system; instead of
deploying the actual resource. Essentially, virtualization software can
convert a single computer into multiple ones74.

5.2.1 Vagrant
Vagrant75 provides easy to configure, reproducible, and portable work
environments built on top of industry-standard technology and controlled by
a single consistent workflow to help maximize the productivity and flexibility
of you and your team.

5.2.2 VirtualBox
VirtualBox76 is an open source and general-purpose full virtualizer for x86
hardware, targeted at server, desktop and embedded use.

5.3 Configuration and management tools
5.3.1 Puppet
Puppet77 is an open source remote configuration management tool which
allows you to define the desired state of your IT infrastructure (instead of
writing a script to reach the state), then automatically enforces the correct
state.

5.3.2 Hiera
Hiera78 is a key/value lookup tool for configuration data, built
to make Puppet better and let you set node-specific data without repeating
yourself. Hiera makes Puppet better by keeping site-specific data out of
your manifests. Puppet classes can request whatever data they need, and
your Hiera data will act like a site-wide config file. This makes it:



Easier to configure your own nodes.
Easier to re-use public Puppet modules just putting the necessary
data in Hiera.

74

https://www.getfilecloud.com/blog/2014/08/introduction-to-top-open-sourcevirtualization-tools
75

https://www.vagrantup.com/

76

https://www.virtualbox.org/

77

https://puppetlabs.com/

78

http://docs.puppetlabs.com/hiera/1/
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Easier to publish your own modules for collaboration: no need to
worry about cleaning out your data before showing it around and
no more clashing variable names.

5.3.3 R10K
R10K79 is a hybrid solution for deploying Puppet code. It implements the Git
workflow for deploying Puppet environments based on Git branches. R10K is
built for doing in-place deployment of Puppet code. R10K tries to optimize
the resources by allowing you to run very fine grained deployments. This
way you can deploy exactly what you need to deploy and nothing more, and
R10K will be able to complete that within a few seconds.

79

http://somethingsinistral.net/blog/rethinking-puppet-deployment
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6 Git branching methodology
6.1 Git fundamentals
Firstly, in order to get started with the fundamentals of Git it is
recommended to read the Getting started Git basics80.
Once developers learn how things work in Git, it is needed to adapt their
way of working, understanding how to work with the local repository and
the three different states of the files under Git (local/stage/remote) and also
the idea of remote branches as pointers. The archives are not blocked /
checkout following the old fashioned PVCS or SVN but it is possible to work
with them in parallel, doing fetch/pull, merge and push in order to bidirectionally synchronize our local repository with the remote one. There
exists other interesting link to learn the first steps81.

6.2 GitFlow workflow
There are several reasons to use a methodology or workflow in the Git daily
activity:
− It allows releasing new features quick and often.
− It separates the work in progress without affecting software stability
in the integration (merging) process.
− It promotes agility and the developers do not lose time solving
unneeded conflicts.
It tries to help complying with the following goals:
− Code conflicts and integration problems are discovered as soon as
possible.
− It is definitely better to fix small features or bugfix often and
receiving feedback than to fix large problems seldom.
− All the technical team uses this scheme in a daily basis, so the
workflow must be clear, simple and easy to apply.

The Git branching model proposed in HeartMan is the GitFlow
workflow82 which is based on keeping the master branch flawless
after passing the integration tests. Some benefits from others
strategies can be combined with the GitFlow, like parts of the
Github83 and GitLab84 flow.

80

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Getting-Started-Git-Basics

81

http://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/index.html

82

https://atlassian.com/git/tutorials/comparing-workflows/gitflow-workflow

83

https://guides.github.com/introduction/flow/index.html

84

https://docs.gitlab.com/ce/workflow/gitlab_flow.html
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To avoid the problems described in GitLab documentation 85. Develop
and master branches can be maintained and integration process can
be done via Merge Requests (see section 6.4) generating new
branches from the GitLab issues (see section 7.2) and integrating
them later on develop to be deployed in the staging environment.
Some workflows prefer to work in small features and integrate to the
mainline often, so facing the merging conflicts in advance 86, and this
means it is possible to generate releases from the master branch at
any given time. In order to fulfil also this objective, the master
branch is only updated from develop branch by the administrator,
manually merging the source code in GitLab using Jenkins
automation, assuring:
− Fully clean merge.
− Appropriate Quality Assurance (QA) given by SonarQube.
− Unit and integration test coverage passed (for instance 90%).

If some of the aforementioned conditions are not satisfied, the Merge
Request is rejected. The visual workflow is shown in the following
figure:

Figure 22: GitFlow workflow

(*) Copyright Image from atlassian GitFlow87
The GitFlow branching model is based in creating a develop branch
(develop) in order to integrate all the features implemented during
the development cycle. All the issues extracted by the Product Owner
using agile methodologies and ordered in sprints, mandatorily

85

https://docs.gitlab.com/ce/workflow/gitlab_flow.html#git-flow-and-its-problems

86

http://martinfowler.com/bliki/FeatureBranch.html

87

https://atlassian.com/git/tutorials/comparing-workflows/gitflow-workflow
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generate a new branch starting from the develop branch with the
name feature-number-issue-DoesThis (two words description).
Consequently all the merges are done in the develop branch in order
to pass the integration tests and only an automatic job (from Jenkins)
integrate the features (through Merge Requests) in the develop
branch.

6.3 Features and repository branches
The process to create a new branch is the following:
1. During the Scrum planning a new feature (99) or issue in GitLab is
created and it is (self)-assigned to one person in the team.
2. The person assigned synchronises his/her develop branch accordingly
(git pull) and creates a new branch from develop, following the
naming convention feature-99-DoesThis.

Figure 23: Create new branch in GitFlow workflow

(*) Copyright Image from atlassian GitFlow87
To create a branch, firstly the develop branch is synchronised:
git checkout develop # Change to develop branch
git pull
# Update latest changes from remote branch

and from there the new branch corresponding to the feature (issue) is
created.
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IMPORTANT!: it is mandatory to update your local develop repository
before creating the new branch. "DoesThis" must give an idea of what the
feature is about:
git checkout -b feature-99-DoesThis # Create the feature from develop
git push

To update the branch to the remote repository:
git push -u origin feature-99-DoesThis
remotely and sets the upstream

# Update the changes

It is possible to create new branches from issues using the GitLab GUI as it
is shown in Figure 24 but it will not follow the nomenclature feature-XX-XXX
(and this is important in the future to distinguish the type of branches
created: bug, feature, etc.):

Figure 24: Creating a new branch from issue in GitLab

To access in the local to the branch previously created by someone:
git fetch
branches
git branch -r
git checkout feature-XXX-DoesThis
DoesThis branch

# Fetch all of the remote
# Show branches in remote
# Change to feature-XXX-

Before it was mentioned the git pull instruction, which is an abbreviation of
git fetch followed of git merge. Those commands can be executed
separately with options to provide a more concrete behaviour (see Annex 1
section 11.1).
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6.4 Always integrate closed features into develop branch
using Merge Requests
Once finished the development of the issue, the changes should be merged
(updated) to develop, in order to integrate the new functionality into the
main flow. Of course the process of committing (for good practices with
commit, see section 6.8) and pushing the modifications to the remote must
be previously done.
Develop and master branches must be protected88 so developers cannot
push to the repository. The work is always integrated via Merge Requests89.
See section 6.9 to follow the guidelines and good practices to do a useful
Merge Requests and code review.

Figure 25: GitLab protected branches

Only administrators have permissions and all the merge requests will be
sent to them, who can accept or reject them after the build, tests and QA
phases succeeded.

Figure 26: Merge Request process

When creating a Merge Request, the target branch must be develop and the
responsible to accept the Merge Request should be some user with
administrator permission. This automatically triggers the Jenkins job to
validate that the source code complies with the contribution guidelines. If

88

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/protected_branches.html

89

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/merge_requests.html#merge-requests
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the build status fails, GitLab does not allow merging into develop. The
administrator also has to review the code and manually accept or reject the
integration, including comments in order to foster the communication
process, which is very important to ease the mechanism (further details in
section 6.9). Figure 27 shows the checkbox selected in the Project
properties.

Figure 27: GitLab Only allow Merge Requests if the build succeeds

In order to show the result of the build status coming from the CI server (in
our case Jenkins), it is necessary to include the information in the README
file90.

Figure 28: GitLab build status from Jenkins

6.5 Release from the develop branch into master
In a CI environment the commits/pushes generate automatic processes of
QA and unit testing to keep the develop branch as clean as possible and
master completely flawless (as it was mentioned previously). Once all the
integration testing is passed (over develop using for instance a Docker
instance) with a Jenkins job, it is the right moment to update the master
branch in order to release a new version.

90

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/pipelines/settings.html#badges
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Figure 29: GitLab build status from Jenkins

(*) Copyright Image from atlassian GitFlow87
This is similar to the manual interaction with Git that would be the
following:
git
git
git
git
git
git
git

checkout master
merge release-0.1
push
checkout develop
merge release-0.1
push
branch -d release-0.1

6.6 Tag the release
The last action is to tag the release in Git to keep the trace of the stable
versions:
git tag -a v0.1 -m "Release corresponding to...."
git push --tags

To see other tags, git tag y git show vX.X lists and shows the content of the
existing tags, respectively. It is recommended to have a look at the tags
format, the messages and related versions to keep the same style.
It is also possible to create tags directly from GitLab:
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Figure 30: GitLab tagging

6.7 Bugs (hotfix) and branches to solve them
If bugs are reported over production releases new hotfix branches will be
created starting from master (renaming as hotfix + issue number where the
bug is reported) as it can be appreciated in the figure. It would be
something like this, even it can only be done by the administrator after
checking that the master branch is stable.
git checkout -b hotfix-001 master
# Fix the bug
git push

Figure 31: Gitflow workflow bugfix management

(*) Copyright Image from atlassian GitFlow87
After pushing the modifications to the remote repository, a Merge Requests
should be started from develop branch as it is done when a closed feature
needs to be integrated in develop.

6.8 Git commit
The rule of thumb is to commit often and with useful messages. When a
Merge Requests is raised the process of code review is easy when there are
few commits well-commented.
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There are useful recommendations to the commit messages, for instance
in91:
− Separate subject from body with a blank line
− Limit the subject line to 50 characters
− Capitalize the subject line
− Do not end the subject line with a period
− Use the imperative mood in the subject line
− Wrap the body at 72 characters
− Use the body to explain what and why vs. how
In the commit message, it can be informed that the issue is solved by using
the character #, with keywords like Fix, Resolve or Close.

6.9 Merge Requests and Code Review
Merge Requests and Code Review are crucial functionalities when
implementing a useful workflow. There are several aspects to take into
account:
− Discussion, discussion and discussion. When launching a Merge
Requests the developer should be prepared to receive useful and
positive comments and modify the feature.
− Following the contribution guidelines and code conventions will speed
up the process of integration.
− Clear description of the Merge Requests, assuming the person
accepting it has no idea on what should be integrated.
− Clean history, rebasing when needed (the use of rebase is described
Annex 1, section 11.3). The git rebase command is not recommended
when you push to remote, but following recommendations from Linus
Torvalds92, designer of Git, it is advisable to provide a clean history of
your repo, but never modifying the other people history.
− Certainty that it can be integrated in the target branch.

6.9.1 Merge Requests
“Merge requests allow you to exchange changes you made to source code
and collaborate with other people on the same project”93. The process of
Merge Requests in GitLab is as follows:

91

http://chris.beams.io/posts/git-commit/

92

https://lwn.net/Articles/328438/

93

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/project/merge_requests.html#merge-requests
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So basically the steps are the following:
1. The developer creates a branch with the feature (coming from the
GitLab issue selected in the daily scrum) from develop:
git checkout -b $feature-XX-doesThis

2. The developer starts writing code. Commit changes often and clean:
git commit -am "My feature is ready"

3. The developer pushes the branch to the remote GitLab
git push origin $feature-XX-doesThis

4. The developer reviews the code on commits page to check if it is ok.
5. Then he/she creates a Merge
functionality, pending issues

Request clearly describing

the

6. The administrator checks that the build passed, the QA in sonar is A
(green), review the code, comment and discuss it if needed and
merge it to the develop branch
It is possible to include in the Merge Requests that it is a Work In Progress
feature (including “WIP:” at the beginning of the message). This means that
the branch cannot be merge yet and the developer pushes it in order to
receive contributions (the feature is well-addressed, the source code
complies with the guidelines and so on). This characteristic is positive to
receive early feedback and avoid wasting time implementing wrong
functionalities.

How to describe a good Merge Request94
One important thing when integrating new features is to be aware that the
responsible receives the modifications remotely. So the developer should
ease the process of merging the changes just describing what it is planned
to be part of the mainline from now on:
1. The objective of the Merge Request should be clear and specified
accordingly.
2. Reference the issue(s) solved by your modifications.
3. Make sure that the code compiles, test passes, the QA is acceptable
and that the source code complies what originally was foreseen when
the issue was written.
4. Include a descriptive title, changes done and/or intentions explained
in the Description, more or less the Merge Request should include:

94

https://blog.alphasmanifesto.com/2016/07/11/how-to-create-a-good-pull-request/
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a. Title
b. Description
i. Background
ii. Changes done
iii. Pending issues (referenced as //TODO)
iv. Reviewers (if needed starting from @)

6.9.2 Code Review
The Code Review process is an “intrinsic part of any product development –
print it out and put on your wall to remember”95. Basically it avoids a lot of
negative issues in the source code:
− First of all, one person should be designated as the main responsible
of subprojects besides the code reviewers.
− Bad quality is avoided, because the responsible and the code
reviewers should not permit merging the code to the mainline in that
case.
− Personal preferences in the source code are not allowed.
− Everyone follows the same specification and contribution guidelines,
ease the process of changing the same piece of code from other
developers.
− Every developer can have a full picture of the source code.
− Junior developers get used to the code more quickly. Experienced
developers receive feedback on how to do things in different manner
(avoid implementer vices).
− Code reuse is enhanced.
− It promotes refactoring.
− Each developer should be aware of the people he/she wants to review
his/her code and include them in the description of the Merge
Requests (starting with @).
− The source code must comply with the Code Conventions (see section
9.4) and Quality Assurance metrics (see section 7.3).
Developers should follow as much as possible guidelines like the above
mentioned. The role of Code Reviewer should also comply with certain rules
in order to ease the integration process96:

95

https://yalantis.com/blog/code-review-via-gitlab-merge-requests-code-review-must/
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− Always provide a reason – Why the developer should change the
code.
− Checklist with the list of supposed functionalities the Merge Request
is facing. If something is missing provide the description and the
missing things.
− Give positive and comprehensive feedback in order to be discussed
with the developer.
− Avoid ping-pongs and be polite.

96

https://blog.alphasmanifesto.com/2016/11/17/how-to-perform-a-good-code-review/
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7 Continuous Integration workflow
In an agile environment with multiple teams the version control model
needs to achieve the following goals:


Fail fast. Code conflicts and integration problems should be
discovered as soon as possible. Better to fix small problems often
than to fix large problems seldom.



Always releasable. After each Sprint there should be at least
something that is releasable.



Simple. All team members will be using this scheme every day, so
the rules and routines must be clear and simple.

Ten Best Practices for Continuous Integration
The list below is extracted from the following article97:
− Manage Source Code, Using a Version Control Product.
− Version All Test Scripts and Configuration Files.
− Enable Triggering of Builds from the Command Line
− Commit Frequently (at least once a day) as a Developer
− Integrate Frequently
− Enable Fast Builds (Typically <10 minutes).
− Test Using a Replica of Production.
− Use a Central Binary Repository
− Make it Easy to Obtain Build and Test Results
− Automate Deployment

7.1 Infrastructure
The CI server should be triggered when the branches (finished features)
must be integrated to develop. Assuming the above mentioned definition of
"Done" in section 3.5.1 which means releasable [5]:
− The issues are automatically propagated from GitLab to Taiga to
organise the work.
− Each issue generates a new feature work branch and for each one
before merging into develop, the CI server automatically and

97

http://blogs.collab.net/devopsci/ten-best-practices-for-continuous-integration
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continuously checks that it builds successfully, all the unit tests pass
and the SonarQube provides an A result for QA. The snapshot
artefacts for testing are uploaded to Nexus.
− Issues a red alert if anything fails and stops the merging process.
Resolve conflicts or code problems with the branch in the merging
state. Inform the developer who created the branch through GitLab
Code Review process. The code review should receive thumbs up. If
thumbs down are received the developer should fix and take into
account the comments provided as it is done here98.
− For develop work branch, CI server manually and regularly (if not
continuously) runs integration (UI and service) and regression tests
before merging to master.
− Again it raises a red alert, stop merging develop into master if
something fails. Consider if this process should be automatic (as a
train release).
− For the master branch, this branch should be ready to release a
version at any given moment. The release artefacts for production
are uploaded to Nexus.
− “The more often you merge the less painful it is”97.

Figure 32: Continuous Integration architecture

98

http://blogs.atlassian.com/2016/07/inside-atlassian-building-products-devops/
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In order to get to an agreement of the workflow to be used we also follow
the suggestions from the Continuous Integration by Martin Fowler [6] and
the ten best practices listed in the beginning of the section.

7.2 CI workflow step by step
Agile methodologies: the beginning of the change
The beginning of the culture change starts with using Agile methodologies
well-structured to organize the work. The recommendation is to use one of
the available methods. Scrum mixed with Kanban and TDD methodologies
are proposed for HeartMan.
1. Identify User Stories from the partners in the project acting as
Product Owner.
2. The features/User Stories are created as issues in GitLab and they
are also created (propagated) to Taiga. The issues are the User
Stories extracted from the Product Owner.

Figure 33: GitLab issues propagation to Taiga

3. The Taiga issues are promoted to User Stories in order to be
displayed in the Agile boards. Organize the Kanban board (as you
wish, you can also use the Scrum board using user stories and tasks)
in order to be discussed during the daily scrums, the Scrum Planning,
the Scrum Review and the Scrum Retrospective. Remember the most
important part is the feature slicing, which means short tasks to be
done ideally in two weeks maximum promoting commit often and
integrate more often to reduce problems.
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Figure 34: Taiga issues and Agile board

− Something very useful and recommendable is to group the
issues in Taiga using Epics (a more general User Stories not
enough detailed)
4. During the Sprint Planning the Taiga User Stories are (self)-assigned
between the Development Team in order to work with them.
5. When a developer starts implementing some feature, a new branch
should be created from develop with feature-<issue number>DoSomething (section 6.3). Something we found very useful is
organize the work in pomodoros11:
Nomenclature: feature-XX-doesSomething
6. Commit, commit, push. Once finished the integration should be done
through Merge Requests (see section 6.4). An automatic Jenkins job
is launched:

Figure 35: GitLab triggers the Jenkins job on Merge Requests

7. The Jenkins job automatically builds, run the unit tests and the QA
analysis:
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Figure 36: Jenkins builds, run the unit tests and QA analysis

Figure 37: Jenkins automatic build

8. The result is informed back to GitLab.
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Figure 38: Jenkins Build status sends back to GitLab

Merge Request to develop: automating the GitFlow workflow
1. The developer considers the feature finished. He/she then raises the

Merge Request to integrate the modifications to develop (section 6.4)
and he/she should be careful with the conflicts. It is very important to
comment the status of the features in the daily scrum and commit
and integrate as much often as possible.

Figure 39: Merge Request pending from Jenkins CI

− If the Merge Request has conflicts or the build is not passed, the
administrator informs (using comments) the developer and puts
the petition on hold. Next commits from the developer will then
modify the branch on hold waiting for merging to develop.

Figure 40: Jenkins job failed and messages in the Merge Requests

− If no conflicts appear then go to step 2 before accepting the Merge
Request.
2. The developer should put two persons in the team to do Code Review

(section 6.9.2).

3. They provide thumbs up/down. The administrator should check the

evaluation and the developer should
recommendations pushing new commits.

take

into

account

the
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Figure 41: Thumbs up/down in the Code Review
4. The GitLab repository is configured in order not to allow the merge if

the build, unit tests and SonarQube QA analysis are not passed
(section 6.4, Figure 27):
− Therefore there are two different constraints, the automatic
build result (yes/no) and the manual code review in order to
continue with the merge. If the build is not passed the pull
request is not allowed (we cannot merge unclean and untested
code).

Figure 42: GitLab allows merging when the build succeeds

− If the build failed GitLab or Jenkins notifies the programmer and
the QA metrics report is available in SonarQube.
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Figure 43: SonarQube main metrics

− Jenkins also allows visualising reports

Figure 44: Jenkins coverage report
5. If the two validations (automatic and via Code Review) are passed

then the administrator can accept the Merge Request.

Figure 45: GitLab accepts Merge Request
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6. Once integrated the feature into develop, the other developers should

take into account that probably they need to merge the new changes
into their branches (it is up to them when and how to solve the
conflicts).

− The developer should inform during the Daily Scrums that the
feature is merged and the Development team should merge their
current features with the mainline branch.

Merge Request from develop to master: entering the Continuous Deployment
The Jenkins automatic process deploys the artefacts generated to Docker
for the integration testing.
1. Develop branch is built and the artefacts are uploaded as snapshots

in Nexus together with the Docker images.

Figure 46: Continuous deployment testing architecture
2. In GitLab from develop branch using the provisioning scripts a Docker

container is created in order to deploy the artefact stored in Nexus:
− The automatic process is triggered from Jenkins when a Merge
Request is done from develop to master.
3. The integration tests are done using some frameworks available in

the market such as Selenium.
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4. If the integration testing is passed the source code is prepared for

generating a new release

5. The artefacts are uploaded to the release in Nexus

Figure 47: Deployment to Nexus

Tagging the release: preparing for production environment
1. A new tag is created.
2. The version is incremented following SemVer

99

nomenclature.

3. The issues should be closed in GitLab and Taiga:
Commit Example: Fix #1, TG-3 #closed and TG-4 #done -> it would close the issue
#1 in GitLab, the issue #3 in Taiga and change the status to Done the US #4 also
from Taiga

4. The

version must
Retrospective.

be

shown

during

the

Sprint

Review

and

5. The Changelog is generated.
6. The artefacts are uploaded to Nexus.

All the workflows above can be configured using Jenkins Pipeline plugin100 in
order to execute one step after the other ordered in stages. It can provide a
lot of versatility to the infrastructure.

99

http://semver.org/
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7.3 Quality Assurance and metrics
“Quality assurance (QA) is a way of preventing mistakes or defects in
manufactured products and avoiding problems when delivering solutions or
services to customers”101.
In order to foster the reusability and openness of the source code, there are
metrics than prevent the bad habits developing the modules and enhance
the reusability and robustness.
SonarQube helps to improve quality at the level of project not focusing on
the individual implementers. So the project can be analysed obtaining
trends, problems and most importantly the effort of fixing the QA. This
allows not reaching the threshold of a maximum Technical Debt.

7.3.1 Useful metrics to analyse your code
Jez Humble and David Farley in their well-known book Continuous Delivery
[7] gives a list of the most common metrics to be used in the CD pipeline:
− Automated test coverage.
− Properties of the source code such as the amount of duplication,
cyclomatic complexity, efferent and afferent coupling, style
problems, and so on.
− Number of defects.
− Velocity, the rate at which your team delivers working, tested, ready
for use code.
− Number of commits to the version control system per day.
− Number of builds per day.
− Number of build failures per day.
− Duration of build, including automated tests.
It is worthwhile to group different metrics into a single aggregated metric
represented by a traffic light that shows red, amber or green. SonarQube
provides evaluation using A, B, C notation using meaningful colours.
Following the recommendations abovementioned the metrics selected are
listed in order of importance:
− Rules Compliance Metric (RCI)102, that is calculated in the
following way. Ideally it should be 100:
Issue weight = blocker violations * weight (10)

100

https://www.cloudbees.com/blog/new-way-do-continuous-delivery-maven-and-jenkinspipeline
101

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_assurance

102

https://github.com/willemsrb/sonar-rci-plugin
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+ critical violations * weight (5)
+ major violations * weight (3)
+ minor violations * weight (1)
+ info violations * weight (0)
Rules Compliance Index = max(1.0 - (Issue Weigth / Lines of Code) *
100, 0)



Technical debt, "a concept in programming that reflects the extra
development work that arises when code that is easy to implement in
the short run is used instead of applying the best overall solution".
Effort to fix all maintainability issues104. It includes:
o Maintainability Rating (formerly SQALE rating103).
o Technical Debt Ratio, Ratio between the cost to develop the
software and the cost to fix it104.



Code Smells, number of code smells or symptoms in the source
code that probably indicates a deeper problem. Ideally A.



Quality Gate, general quality evaluation ranging from A to E.



Duplications, which calculates the percentage of duplicated source
code. Ideally it should be 0.



Complexity, calculated based on the number of paths through the
code104. The more paths there are in your source code the more
complex the code will be. What it is important is to keep methods and
classes with a suitable low level of complexity. Ideally it should be 1
(but this is almost impossible).



Bugs and vulnerabilities, including in the source code.



Code coverage, percentage of source code covered by the unit
tests. Ideally it should be 100.



Tests succeeded percentage successful of the unit tests. Ideally it
should be 100.



Documentation and comments, percentage of documentation and
comments with respect to the lines of code. Ideally it should be 100.



Size, such as lines of code.

7.4 Versioning
Once the feature is finished it is merged into the develop branch. At a
certain point (monthly, weekly, when the consortium considers) a new
release should be launched. We adopt the train of releases, so we fix the
date and master branch is merged with the clean and robust develop head.
Later on a new tag is done in GitLab.

103

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQALE

104

http://docs.sonarqube.org/display/SONAR/Metric+Definitions
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We follow the Semantic Versioning99 nomenclature. SemVer uses the
version number rules MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH, taken into consideration that
the version is incremented following those rules:
1. MAJOR version, if a new release is produced which is backward
incompatible with the previous one.
2. MINOR version, when new feature are added but the last version still
works, and
3. PATCH version, when the modifications deal with bug fixes and the
version continues being backwards-compatible.
It is possible to include additional labels for pre-release at the end of the
patch version numbering in the form of:
0.0.1-spiderman

Remember that Nexus does not allow to upload artefacts in the snapshot
repository with random labels (it should be SNAPSHOT).
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8 Continuous deployment workflow
This section deals with the Continuous Deployment workflow to be followed
in the HeartMan project built on top of the Continuous Integration pipeline.
As a curiosity or reference, searching the improvement of the development
team quality, the Joel Test105 is listed or the adaptation to current times:
− Do you use source control?
− Can you deploy to production in one step?
− Do you make a build on every check-in?
− Do you have a bug database?
− Is your software ready to deploy at all times?
− Do you have an up-to-date project burndown?
− Do you have a well-maintained product backlog?
− Do programmers work collaboratively?
− Do you use the best tool for the job?
− Do you have test automation engineers?
− Do new candidates pair-program in their interview?
− Do you do hallway usability testing?

8.1 Continuous Delivery
The final step when the Continuous Integration pipeline is ready is to be
able to deploy the artefacts anywhere any time. Again Jenkins as
automation server is used to guide the deployment process. The provision
scripts (developed in puppet) used for the testing environment are reused
to install and configure the Virtual Machines in production. The aim is to be
able to easily replicate the infrastructure, but the provision scripts are also
stored in the SCM. This workflow also allows applying changes in the
configuration of the server transparently for the users. The cloud IaaS
permits the scalability of the system (hardware) and to avoid network
latency between the components deployed in the same environment.
Local virtualization is provided using Vagrant and VirtualBox in order to
replicate the staging and production environment in the laptops/computers
of the developers to have a configuration close to the final one.

105

https://www.joelonsoftware.com/2000/08/09/the-joel-test-12-steps-to-better-code/
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Figure 48: Continuous Deployment infrastructure
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9 Contribution Guidelines
9.1 Where to start
Read the documentation available at the README and the wiki in order to
get use to the project. Communicate with the responsible in case of doubts.

9.2 Code of Conduct
Please try to follow the Kant’s Categorical imperative “act only according to
that maxim whereby you can at the same time will that it should become a
universal law” [8]. Follow the code of conduct described in the Contributor
Covenant106.

9.3 Contributing to the repository
We are using Gitflow workflow¡Error! Marcador no definido. (reference) using
develop branch for the features and master for the bug fixes. We get ideas
from the Github¡Error! Marcador no definido. and GitLab¡Error! Marcador no definido.
workflow. The workflow (section 7.2) is adapted to be used with Merge
Requests (section ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.).
Master and develop are protected branches¡Error! Marcador no definido. so this the
only way of integrating the feature into develop. The Jenkins CI is
automatically executed to build the source code, unit testing and QA (using
SonarQube) with this metrics (section ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen
de la referencia.). It is advisable to include two Code Reviewers as second
line of defence to integrate the modifications.
Follow the message conventions for the commits (section 6.8) and the Code
Conventions (section 9.4). In any case the administrator and the code
reviewers will contact the developer through the Merge Request open.
Remember to commit and integrate early and often to ease the integration
process.
Features and bug fixes must be linked to an issue, so the first step before
contributing is the creation of an issue. The issue then must have its own
branch starting from develop branch (master branch in case of bug fixes).
Please do not ignore Exceptions107, use documentation and comments, unit
testing and coverage, include pending work using // TODO and be
consistent learning as much as possible from the source code already
available.

106

http://contributor-covenant.org/

107

https://source.android.com/source/code-style.html
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9.4 License
TBD. IMPORTANT! List all the third party licenses in the file THIRD-PARTYLICENSES in order to avoid restrictions from them and readjust your
implementation. We found good documentation about licenses here108.

9.5 Code Conventions
This section will be enhanced to follow other Code Conventions like
javascript or php. The important thing is that SonarQube evaluates correctly
the source code.
We are using the sun conventions for java code109 but adapted to allow 100
characters from line instead 80. We can also use the Google java
convention110 but you should use one of them. The Continuous Integration
workflow we are applying will not allow to merge the feature into develop
branch if the source code does not comply with the agreed Quality
Assurance measures. Further details can be found in the wiki page
explaining the Git Branching Workflow we are using (section 6).
The code conventions listed are focused on Java, next release will include
other programme languages. The plugins are included in the generic maven
pom of the project and it is possible to generate the corresponding reports
(also the testing one) by executing mvn site. For the sake of agility each
developer should also install the plugins in the IDE to receive immediate
feedback and start acquiring good practices and cultural change, but it is up
to them how to comply with QA.

9.5.1 Plugins
The plugins we are using can be summarised as follows taken into account
that this is a lively wiki and for sure, suggestion are very welcome:

Checkstyle
Checkstyle111 is a development tool to help programmers write Java code
that adheres to a coding standard. It automates the process of checking
Java code to spare humans of this boring (but important) task. This makes
it ideal for projects that want to enforce a coding standard.
Configuration in the Eclipse IDE

108

https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/DSPACE/Code+Contribution+Guidelines

109

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/codeconvtoc-136057.html

110

https://google.github.io/styleguide/javaguide.html

111

http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net/
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The installation of the PMD plugin is specified here112
1.
2.
3.
4.

Within Eclipse go to: Help -> Install New Software...
Enter the following update site url: http://eclipse-cs.sf.net/update
Select the Eclipse Checkstyle Plugin feature to install
Conclude the installation as described above

In order to activate the plugin113 in the project:
1. Open the properties of the project you want to get checked
2. Select the Checkstyle section within the properties dialog and Sun
Checks - Global
3. Activate Checkstyle for your project by selecting the Checkstyle
active for this project check box and press OK

Find Security Bugs
Find Security Bugs114 can detect 86 different vulnerability115 types with over
200 unique signatures.
Configuration in the Eclipse IDE
Following the instructions to install the plugin116:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In Eclipse, click on Help -> Install New Software...
Work with -> http://findbugs.cs.umd.edu/eclipse/ and click.
Select the checkbox next to it and click.
Accept the license and confirm you want to install a plugin that is not
digitally signed. Go ahead and install it anyway.

To get started, right click on the java project and select the option labeled
"Find Bugs". FindBugs will run, and problem markers (displayed in source
windows, and also in the Eclipse Problems view) will point to locations in
your code which have been identified as potential instances of bug patterns.
It is possible to customize how FindBugs runs by opening the Properties
dialog for a Java project, and choosing the "Findbugs" property page.
Options you may choose include:

112

http://eclipse-cs.sourceforge.net/#%21/install

113

http://eclipse-cs.sourceforge.net/#%21/project-setup

114

http://find-sec-bugs.github.io/

115

http://find-sec-bugs.github.io/bugs.htm

116

http://findbugs.sourceforge.net/manual/eclipse.html
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− Enable or disable the "Run FindBugs Automatically" checkbox. When
enabled, FindBugs will run every time you modify a Java class within
the project.
− Choose minimum warning priority and enabled bug categories. These
options will choose which warnings are shown. For example, if you
select the "Medium" warning priority, only Medium and High priority
warnings will be shown. Similarly, if you uncheck the "Style"
checkbox, no warnings in the Style category will be displayed.
− Select detectors. The table allows you to select which detectors you
want to enable for your project.

PMD
The meaning of PMD117 is not clear118. Independent of the name PMD is a
source code analyzer. It finds common programming flaws like unused
variables, empty catch blocks, unnecessary object creation, and so forth.
Configuration in the Eclipse IDE
The installation of the PMD plugin is specified here119. If you have previously
installed a version of the PMD Eclipse plugin prior to November 2012, then
you should remove/uninstall it first. The following steps are needed:
1. In Eclipse, click on Help -> Install New Software...
2. Work with -> http://sourceforge.net/projects/pmd/files/pmdeclipse/update-site/.
3. Choose PMD for Eclipse 4. Select the checkbox next to it and click
Next.
4. Accept the license and confirm you want to install a plugin that is not
digitally signed. Go ahead and install it anyway.
5. Restart eclipse.
Right click over the project to analyse and select PMD -> Check Code

OWASP dependency check
OWASP dependency check120 is an utility that identifies project
dependencies and checks if there are any known, publicly disclosed,
vulnerabilities.

117

https://pmd.github.io/

118

http://pmd.sourceforge.net/pmd-4.3/meaning.html

119

http://pmd.sourceforge.net/eclipse/

120

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Dependency_Check
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Configuration in the Eclipse IDE
Currently this plugin is not processed in the IDE. The dependency check is
only done in the CI server.

9.5.2 How to remove indentation in source code
This solution is to solve the whitespace - FileTabCharacter - File contains
tab characters (this is the first instance) Checkstyle error in Eclipse IDE:
Window->Preferences->general->Editors->Text Editors

There specify the indentation level under:
Insert spaces for tabs

Then Select the text you want to format (Ctrl+A to select everything) and
press Ctrl+Shift+F.

9.5.3 Maven configuration
Check the maven pom.xml in the project to see the different plugin
configurations.
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10 Conclusions and next steps
This document covers all the Continuous Deployment process starting from
the Continuous Integration pipeline. We started with the Agile processes
because it is the corner stone in which the automatic processes (building,
testing, Quality Assurance and deploying) should be built upon.
The journey towards DevOps is extraordinary hard because the first step is
the cultural change in order to follow good practices to comply with good
quality, testable and robust code. The tools and the infrastructure are
worthless if the developers do not use them. So the project and the
repositories should provide the methodology, workflows and guidelines in
order to correctly use the tools.
That is why along this document we focus not only on the tools to be used,
but mainly in how to use them properly. In short, the aim is facilitating the
integration process when heterogeneous groups are working together,
organizing the work using Agile boards and automating the tedious activities
of checking the QA and testing success and coverage.
From now on, it is time to learn walking in order to change the workflows
accordingly. As we mention many times: communication and adaption.
“We have two ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as much as we speak”
Epictetus
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11 Annex 1 – Git Extended Functionality
11.1 Updating your local repository
With git pull the local branches are not synchronised with the remote
branches. If someone removed a branch from the repository the local
branch is kept. In order to sync the tracking information of the deleted
branches, it is needed the execution of prune to the remote. Furthermore, if
we want the fusion of the remote repository with the local in a linear way,
the git merge can be used with the option fast-forward.
− prune never affects the version of our local branches, it does not

remove them from the hard disk (this can be done by executing git
branch -d localBranchToRemove), but indeed it will remove the
remote references which do not exist in the repository.
− merge --ff-only has a similar behaviour of rebase, only if it is
possible: git checks whether it is possible to "forward" or "add" the
commits already done, without really executing the merge command.
It will raise an error, if it is not possible.
git fetch origin --prune
branches (also deleted ones)
git merge --ff-only origin/develop
develop to develop branch

# Update remote-tracking
# Pull the changes from

11.2 Remote synchronization with the repository when
there are wastes in our local
Sometimes the local repository keeps waste files of already removed ones o
useless (for instance when the folder is renamed). To synchronize the local
repository to a clean state equal to remote:
git clean -fd
git stash

# Clean the local repository including directories
# Temporarily save locally your changes

11.3 Exceptions and indications about git pull, git rebase
and fast-forward merge
The use of git merge (and therefore also of git pull, that it is equivalent to
git fetch + git merge), leads to a new commit in the history of the
repository corresponding to the new state generating in-depth discussions
about the utility or not of this new commit. Further information can be
found at the official documentation121, git merge122 and git rebase123.
In this post124 it is proposed to substitute git pull by the sequence:

121

https://git-scm.com/book/en/v2/Git-Branching-Rebasing

122

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/rewriting-history/git-merge

123

https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/rewriting-history/git-rebase

124

https://adamcod.es/2014/12/10/git-pull-correct-workflow.html
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git fetch origin --prune
tracking branches (also deleted ones)
git merge --ff-only origin/develop
develop to develop branch
git rebase --preserve-merges origin/develop
fast forward merge is not possible

# Update remote# Pull the changes from
# Rebase in case the

The above can be summed up with this alias update-from $1/$2
git config --global alias.update-from '!f() { git fetch $1 --prune;
git merge --ff-only $1/$2 || git rebase --preserve-merges $1/$2; }; f'

With or without this alias, it is useful to know the advantages of rebase with
regard to the cleaning of the historical and it is fundamental to understand
the risks, due to not rebasing commits that exist outside your repository,
which means, only rebase local commits, never commits already
uploaded to the remote repository (push). For instance, in my feature
where I only have local changes (without doing push), I want to test in my
branch a new feature uploaded to develop (raised during the daily scrum),
therefore I want to integrate it with my modifications, in that case git
rebase is meaningful. If my changes are in the remote repository, the
developers MUST be aware that ALL the commits will be removed and new
ones will be generated, besides non expected behaviour.
If the above paragraph is fully understood, with the alias, it can be possible
to rebase our changes in the local branch, leaving the repository like a
continuous series of commits:
git update-from origin develop
# Update our branch with the
latest develop using fetch, merge and rebase if needed

Last but not least, this error can be raised warning: push.default is unset;
its implicit value is changing in Git 2.0 from 'matching' to 'simple'. In the
literature it is described that 'matching' will do push of all the branches in
your local repository and 'simple' only the current branch. Therefore the last
configuration is recommended:
git config --global push.default simple # Default push value to simple

11.4 Development of a closed
administrator permissions

feature

locally

with

Once finished the development of the issue, the changes should be merged
(updated) to develop, in order to be prepared to release a new clean
version. Firstly always is sync the develop branch using git pull if we want
to trace the merge in the linear state of git:
git checkout develop
git pull

# Change to develop branch
# git fetch & git merge

Next, the feature is incorporated and updated to the remote repository. A
continuación, incorporamos la feature y la actualizamos en el repositorio
remoto. Take CAREFULLY into account that the option --no-ff is selected,
which means that we do not want the fast-forward. The expected behaviour
is to leave the suitable message indicating that the merge is really done in
the develop branch:
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git merge --no-ff feature-XX-DoesThis
develop using 3-way-commit merge
git push
remotely

# Merge from feature to
# Update the changes

Last action consists on removing the branch from our local and remote
repository:
git branch -d feature-99-DoesThis
# Remove locally
feature-99-DoesThis
git push origin --delete feature-99-DoesThis # Remove remotely the
feature. Also possible to use -> git push origin :feature-99
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